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As the snows fall and hearths burn, four stories of Midwinter beginnings prove that love can fight its way through

the chillest night…

THE DARKEST MIDNIGHT, by Grace Draven

The mark Jahna Ulfrida was born with has made her a target of the cruel and idle all her life. During the long,

crowded festivities of Deyalda, there’s nowhere to escape. Until a handsome stranger promises to teach her to save

herself…

THE CHOSEN, by Thea Harrison

In her visions, Lily sees two men fighting for her tiny country’s allegiance: the wolf and the tiger, each deadly, each

cunning. One will bring Ys chaos and death, one a gentler path—but she’s destined to love whichever she chooses. The

midwinter Masque is upon them, and the wolf is at her door…

THE STORM, by Elizabeth Hunter

When her soul mate died in a massacre of the half-angelic Irin people, Renata thought she’d never feel happiness

again. She’s retreated to the snowy Dolomites to remember her hurts—until determined, irrepressible Maxim arrives

to insist on joy, too. And before she can throw him out, they discover a secret the Irin have to know…

THE SNOWS OF WINDROVEN, by Jeffe Kennedy

As a blizzard threatens their mountain keep, the new Queen Amelia of the Twelve Kingdoms and her unofficial
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consort Ash face their own storm. Ash knows a scarred, jumpy ex-convict isn’t the companion his queen needs. But

when a surprise attack confines them together in their isolated sanctuary, the feast of midwinter might tempt even

Ash into childlike hope…
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